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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The founders of Peachtree City recognized the social and economic value of thoughtful planning,
and today we enjoy the high quality of life attributable to their planning. More than just a Statemandated requirement, Peachtree City presents this Comprehensive Plan Update as a commitment
to our status as a preeminent planned community. Beyond state requirements, the public planning
process provides an invaluable opportunity for our community to look inward and assess our
existing situation, review and revise our goals, and chart a general plan on how to reach those
goals and be the community that we hope to be.

Plan Purpose

Document Guide

The Georgia Planning Act requires that each
local government create and maintain a
Comprehensive Plan, which should define how
a community plans to protect its natural
resources while providing an attractive place to
invest, conduct businesses, and raise a family.

The development of this Comprehensive Plan
Update was based on extensive research into
Peachtree City’s current state and needs,
combined with a robust community
engagement strategy. Part 2 of the document,
Community Vision, summarizes the public
participation program and the results from the
public regarding the City’s needs,
opportunities, issues and priorities.

The Department of Community Affairs (DCA) is
the executive arm of the State that ensures
local governments are meeting the minimum
planning standards required. The DCA also
requires that the Comprehensive Plan be kept
up to date with an update occurring at least
every five years. This document serves as
Peachtree City’s Comprehensive Plan Update.
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Part 3 of the document, Plan Elements, is
organized around the many topics that local
governments are tasked with managing. These
include topics such as transportation systems,
public safety, the environment and our natural

CHAPTER 1 | INTRODUCTION
resources, financial resiliency, and economic
development. Although these topics are
categorized in separate chapters, it is
important to note that many of the city’s goals
and strategies touch on multiple topics, and
have overlapping impacts and sometimes
competing interests.
Part 4, Implementation, includes the
Community Work Program, The Report of
Accomplishments and the Capital
Improvement Element.

Understanding this interwoven matrix of
completing and conflicting interests can help
decision makers adopt balanced programs
with the least amount of long-term negative
impacts on the City. It is this understanding of
interrelated consequences that the Peachtree
City Comprehensive Plan Update 2022
presents the community goals and
implementation strategies.
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COMMUNITY VISION

COMMUNITY VISION
We strive to enhance the quality of life for our residents, enrich our educational, recreational and
cultural resources for citizens of all ages; and provide the technical and physical resources for our
businesses and industries. We will do this while preserving greenspace, promoting quality
aesthetics, and maintaining the overall character of our planned community.
Peachtree City has a rich heritage of community planning. We will promote our status as a
preeminent planned community by continually implementing, enhancing and strengthening our
Comprehensive Plan.

Public Engagement
Public participation is the foundation on which
the Comprehensive Plan Update 2022 is
based. Our efforts of engaging the community
in thoughtful and meaningful ways were
designed in such a way as to:
1. Inform participants on past planning
efforts and demonstrate how community
voices have been heard and implemented
in the Plan;
2. Encourage participants to validate
previous long-range planning concepts so
as not to recreate the wheel or
unnecessarily unravel current efforts;
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3. Encourage participants to re-examine
previous priorities and policies based on
changing market dynamics or community
preferences;
4. Allow participants to suggest new
planning concepts that have not been
considered or reflect the changing
conditions of modern life in Peachtree
City; and
5. Expand traditional forms of public
engagement to allow for citizen input from
people who may not have the resources or
ability to attend in-person meetings.

CHAPTER 2 | COMMUNITY VISION

Figure 1: Original Timeline of Comprehensive Plan projects

Figure 1 depicts the timeline of the project,
listing all the dates of the public meetings and
Steering Committee meetings, which were
open to the public and live-streamed on the
City website.
Detailed documentation of all meetings,
meeting materials, and public comments is
provided in Appendix A.

Public participation efforts expanded beyond
the required two public hearings to include:
4 public open houses and workshops
Posted on the City’s front page for 5
months
Planning website
5 Steering Committee meetings open to
the public
Interviews with all City Department
Directors and Chiefs
Newspaper ads
12 notices to the City’s 7,000+ member
Weekly Updates email list serve
13 posts to the City’s Facebook page
2 paid Facebook ads
Digital display in the City Hall/ Municipal
Court lobby
Staff presentation to local book club (with
200+ members)
2 on-line surveys
Live-streaming of all meetings and
presentations, and
Postings of all materials, videos and survey
results on the city website
Informational fliers posted in City library
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Peachtree City
By the Numbers

To understand where we are today, this
section provides a brief summary of pertinent
facts about Peachtree City.

PLANNING HISTORY
Peachtree City is unique in the State of Georgia
as it was planned and developed mostly by a
private development corporation from the very
beginning of its existence. Chartered in 1959,
the original 15,000 acres has grown to about
25 square miles today. The first Master Plan of
the City was published in 1972 and was
created by the development corporation as a
tool for securing financial backing and Federal
funds. The development was then sold to a
different corporation in the late 1970s. The
1985 Comprehensive Plan reflects a very
different vision for the City by the new
development corporation.
Shortly after Georgia passed the 1989
Planning Act, Peachtree City created its first
Comprehensive Plan to include public input.
The policies and development maps of that
plan guided the development of the City
during boom years between 1985 and 2005.
Annexation has also been a part of the City's
growth, particularly with the 2001 and 2007
annexation of the area now known as
Wilksmoor Village. Mostly consisting of
residential uses, the village is approaching
completion, which is estimated to be in 2023.
As part of the Comprehensive Plan public
engagement process, citizens are asked to
consider how they want Peachtree City to
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Figure 2: Community Concept Diagram from 1972 Plan

grow. Like the original planners for the City, we
envision a place that adds value to our lives
today and for generations to come. Whether
through annexation or redevelopment, we
must consider the type of growth that is both
appropriate for Peachtree City today and in
the future.

CHAPTER 2 | COMMUNITY VISION

POPULATION & INCOME
The 2020 Census reports that Peachtree City is
now home to over 38,000 residents. 29% of
residents are under 18, and 52% are between
19 and 65. Peachtree City and Fayette County
have a higher portion of retirees than the
surrounding metropolitan area with about
19%. For comparison, Georgia’s population is
comprised of about 14% retirees, and the
United States as a whole is comprised of about
17% retirees.

In addition, Peachtree City and Fayette County
also differ from the greater Atlanta
metropolitan in terms of median household
income. The median household income for
Peachtree City is $101,121. Fayette County’s
median household income is $93,777; and the
10-county Atlanta metropolitan area is $72,917
Regardless of Peachtree City's average wealth,
over 6% of the City's residents live in poverty,
and over 7% under the age of 65 do not have
health insurance coverage.

Fayette County is projected to grow at a slower
rate than all of the surrounding counties, at a
rate of 33% by the year 2050. By this time, ab
additional 36,000 residents will call Fayette
County home, with a total population over
147,000. Where these new residents will be
located will be driven by how the communities
within Fayette County make their land use
decisions.

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

$101,121
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EMPLOYMENT

JOBS

The employment projections for Fayette
County by 2050 are for 18,606 new jobs to be
located within the County. What type and how
many of these jobs come to Peachtree City
depends on a complex formula that is different
for each employer.

While the average household income may be
over $100,000, the average job within the City
pays about $58,000 annually. 34% of jobs in the
City are in manufacturing and warehouse, and
30% are in retail and hospitality.

Gone are the days when cities could simply
provide land and infrastructure to attract
quality companies to relocate. Today cities
must address economic development from
many facets, particularly by providing a high
quality of life attractive to a well-educated work
force. Labor force availability continues to be
one of the strongest driving factors in
corporate site locations.

The balance between job location and housing
location in a city is commonly called the jobshousing balance. The jobs-housing imbalance is
evident in the commuting patterns in Peachtree
City, where an equal number of people commute
into the city for work as those who commute out
of the city for work. The jobs-housing imbalance
is a significant contributor to the City's traffic
congestion.

HOUSING
83% of the housing stock in Peachtree City is
single-family homes. 11% are apartments, 3%
are condominiums and 3% are townhomes.
The average age of a single family home in the
City is 33 years. The average age of a
townhome is 30 years, an apartment is 32
years, and a condominium is 43 years.
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Peachtree City home values are not growing as
fast as the surrounding communities:
Median Home Value Growth Since 2016
Peachtree City
Fayette County
Fayetteville
Coweta County

53%
58%
65%
68%
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EDUCATION
Over 98% of Peachtree City residents have a high
school degree or higher; and over 57% have a
Bachelor degree or higher.

98%

HIGH SCHOOL OR HIGHER

57%

BACHELOR OR HIGHER

PROPERTY TAX REVENUE
Other

Commercial
Industrial

Residential

The local public school system is ranked by Niche
as having the 6th best district in Georgia, the 5th
best schools to teach in the Atlanta area, and the
4th safest schools in the Atlanta area.

LAND USE
Cities in the Atlanta region are not limited by
natural barriers such as an ocean or a
mountain range. Short of bumping into the
borders of neighboring cities, it may seem that
land is limitless for municipal growth. However,
in cities land is tied irrevocably to services and
therefor the cost of providing those services.
Whether it's the cost of maintaining fixed
infrastructure like a road or a water pipe, or
the cost of providing a service such as police
or emergency response, how a city allows its
land to be used directly impacts its ability to
continue to provide a high quality of life to its
citizens.
Revenue from property taxes account for 40%
of the City's annual revenue. 48% of the City's
land area is dedicated to residential uses. 31%
is preserved greenspace, and 10% is dedicated
to industrial uses. 4% of land area is used for
governmental and other non-tax paying uses,
whereas a little over 3% of land is dedicated to
retail uses, which contribute both property
taxes and sales taxes to the City's revenue.

AD VALORUM REVENUE
Ad Valorem make up about 40%
of the City's annual revenue.

LAND USES

Retail

Office

Institutional
Industrial
Residential
Greenspace

LAND CONSUMPTION
48% of the City is dedicated to
residential uses. 31% is
greenspace. 11% is dedicated to
Industrial uses.
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Needs & Issues
For the first time in the City's Comprehensive Plan, citizens had an opportunity to provide feedback
and input through an online survey in addition to the traditional in-person workshops. Over 560
individuals responded to the survey and in-person workshop, and the results are summarized here.
Citizens responded to two questions that are aimed at identifying local issues and potential threats
or opportunities for the community as a whole. The top three reoccurring responses to the
question, “What I Would Change About Peachtree City” were:

01

Traffic Congestion

02

Development Policies

03

Special Events

Highway 54 West corridor
and at the intersection of
Highway 54 & Highway 74

Equally split public opinion of
speed and type of growth

Desire for more special
events and opportunities for
unique community gatherings

The most received comment was about traffic congestion on Highway 54 West, which was
mentioned two times more than the second-most common response. This is no surprise to anyone
who lives in Peachtree City or who knows of Peachtree City- this complaint has been a regular one
for decades. Although these are State Routes and not controlled by the City, the residents will
continue to make it a priority for their elected officials and city employees.
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The second-most common response is not
actually one single response, but a collection of
responses dealing with development policies.
Comments covered the spectrum of opinions
regarding the community's growth, such as:

More housing options
More walkable mixed-use developments
Slow or stop all growth
No new apartments
More family friendly entertainment venues
Collectively, these comments identify the
desire from the community to address
changes in how the City has developed or is
developing. While some residents want more
and different types of housing options, others
expressed a conflicting opinion. In the same
vein, while some residents wanted all growth
to stop completely, others expressed a desire
for walkable mixed-use centers with places for
families to gather.
Given the conflicting opinions about
growth expressed by the residents, this
will be a challenging topic to address in a
single response that balances their
conflicting interests.
The third-top response is primarily for more
special events. Specific responders
requested special events serving age-specific
groups, but overall the responders are
collectively requesting more opportunities to
gather as a community and enjoy unique
events. This also relates back to the desire
expressed above for more family-friendly
entertainment venues.
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During the first Public Workshop, attendees were asked to identify what they love most about
Peachtree City. The first online survey also included an open-form question that allowed responders
to provide any response to the question, “What Do You Love Most About Peachtree City?” This
question gets to the heart of what residents value most about their home town.

1
Path System
This singularly unique amenity is highly
treasured by Peachtree City citizens.
Policies to maintain, enhance and
expand the system are included in
the Comprehensive Plan

2
Greenspace
Citizens love the greenbelt, trees, the nature
preserves, the Drake Field lawn, the many
neighborhood parks, nature paths and
our ponds and lakes

3
Sense of Security
Feeling safe in the community is very
important, and responders expressed
their gratitude and support for the
public safety responders. They feel
safe in public spaces and
raising their family here.

Other responses that did not make the top three, but occurred frequently included the love for the
local schools, their support of the Village Concept, and the family-friendly small-town feel that
Peachtree City has.
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Opportunities & Threats

Priorities

To help identify potential threats and
opportunities, we asked residents,
“What is changing that Peachtree City
should think about?” The most reoccurring
responses are:

When asked what progress can we make in
the next five years, it’s not surprise that the
top response was to fix the traffic on Highway
54 West.

WHAT IS CHANGING?
Demographics
Particularly age. Peachtree City is
relatively older than the greater
metropolitan area.

HOW WE USE OUR HOMES
Many are working from home now.

The second most common response is related
to the community’s value for its greenspace
and one of the top three issues identified:
more special events and maintaining
recreational facilities.
The third priority is to update development
standards. Again, this is a divisive issue in the
community, and one that will not likely result
in a single response that addresses everyone's
personal opinion.

Some are looking to combine into
multi-generational homes, and others
are looking to age in place.

Growth in Neighboring Communities
As the location of the only major eastwest corridor on the south side of
Atlanta, growth in traffic from Coweta
and Fayetteville is impacting traffic in
Peachtree City

It is important to note the context in which the
survey was taken. Just two years after the
global pandemic shut down the world's
economy, people are adjusting to changes in
their jobs. Some of these are permanent
while others will likely shift back to prepandemic standards. This is an example of
why it is so valuable for a community to
regularly evaluate their current conditions.

1st

Hwy 54 West congestion and
54/74 intersection

2nd

Special events & maintain
recreational facilities

3rd

Update development policies
and standards
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PLAN ELEMENTS

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Goal

Maintain a diversified economy that encourages high paying jobs and
maximum tax contribution while meeting the requirements of a
healthy environment.

Policies
Reduce economic leakage out of the City by encouraging growth of high paying jobs in the City
whose employees also live in Peachtree City
Support the retention and growth of the industrial sector, retain existing businesses, and attract
new businesses to balance the tax base
Become a local leader in talent attraction by continuing to provide a high quality of life that is
attractive to young professionals as well as corporate executives
Continue partnering with Fayette County Development Authority, the Fayette Chamber of
Commerce, Peachtree City Convention and Visitors Bureau and others in their efforts to
promote and strengthen the Peachtree City business climate
Balance the use of appropriate tax incentives for economic development and the long term
impacts on the City’s financial liability
Ensure adequate and modern infrastructure is in place that can accommodate new and existing
businesses
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Policies, continued
Continue partnering with the Fayette County Board of Education, the University System of
Georgia and other private education providers to provide high quality education, vocational and
apprentice programs, and continuing adult education services in the City. Support the presence
of higher education institutions in the City
Encourage industries that maintain, protect, and improve the City’s water and air quality

Implementation Strategies
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HOUSING
Goal

Provide a broad range of housing opportunities with an appropriate
mix of homes regarding size, type, price, and location in order to meet
the needs of people of all life stages and abilities.

Policies
Protect the neighborhood character of single-family subdivisions
Encourage housing options that accommodate aging in place, working from home, and multigenerational families while protecting the residential character of established neighborhoods
Promote the availability of senior living accommodations in order to keep up with changing
demographics
Encourage investment in homes and property. Promote maintenance of and improvements to
existing homes to ensure stable, safe, and healthy neighborhood
Encourage housing to include ‘aging in place’ elements such as accessible design, bedroom
suites on ground levels, and caretaker suites.
Offset dense residential developments with greenbelts, parks, and civic plazas
Encourage the use of high quality building materials to reduce long-term maintenance liability
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Policies, continued
Continue to monitor the housing needs of our residents as well as the housing needs for local
businesses and major employers

Implementation Strategies
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NATURAL RESOURCES
& GREENSPACE
Residents of Peachtree City recognize the
health and social advantages that a healthy
environment provides for them and future
generations. There are also positive
economic impacts and meaningful savings to
taxpayers when our natural resources are
used in a way that meets our present needs
without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their needs.
The Regional Water Plan and the Rules for
Environmental Planning Criteria (established
and administered by the Department of
Natural Resources were considered in the
development of this plan.
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Protect environmentally sensitive land and preserve the City's
Policies
Goal
greenbelts and natural areas.

Policies
Protect the water quality in lakes, creeks, and streams
Preserve lakes, wetlands, floodplains, major streams and minor drainage systems in permanent
open spaces owned by the City
Enforce all State and Federal laws regarding watershed protection, wetlands, and floodplain
management. Update city ordinances as new regulations are put in place
Encourage new developments to use plants, soil, permeable pavement, stormwater harvest and
reuse, and landscaping to reduce volume and speed of surface water into stormwater pipes
Encourage the preservation of existing trees through ordinances and incentives
Require new tree plantings and tree replacement plantings on new developments, particularly
native tree species that have long life spans
Encourage waste reduction at government offices and private businesses
Encourage use of alternative energy sources, recycling, and waste reduction in residences,
businesses, and public facilities
Encourage the preservation of naturally occurring wildlife routes in continuous and unbroken
corridors
Adopt policies to protect the naturally occurring and state-designated Groundwater Recharge
Area located on the north side of Peachtree City
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Implementation Strategies
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CHAPTER 3 | NATURAL RESOURCES & GREENSPACE

NATURAL RESOURCES MAP
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COMMUNITY
FACILITIES
Peachtree City is renown for its parks and other Community Facilities. Although not a
comprehensive list, these facilities include the Peachtree City Library, Drake Field, the Kedron
Fieldhouse and Aquatic Center, the Peachtree City Tennis Center, Peachtree City Athletic
Complex, the William Davis BMX Track, The Gathering Place, Flat Creek Nature Preserve, the
Glenloch Recreation Complex, and the Frederick Brown Jr. Amphitheater.

Goal

Promote a sense of community by providing family oriented activities
and quality community facilities

Policies
Maintain all parks and recreational facilities at the same high standards that exist today
Provide quality programs and facilities while continuing to be stewards of public taxpayer funds.
Consider long-term financial responsibilities of all new facilities and programs
Provide a broad range of programs and facilities to meet the demands or our diverse
population. Monitor changing demands and uses of facilities
Encourage citizen participation and input in the development of new or changing facilities and
programs
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Policies, continued
Provide a high quality public library with a robust catalog of media materials, community events
and programs, internet access, and online resources
Maintain municipal buildings and grounds at the same high standards as exists today. Continue
to budget for the long-term maintenance and liability of all existing and new City facilities
Continue to monitor the service needs for residents regarding waste pickup, yard debris, and
recycling as they arise. Continue to support the partnership with Keep Peachtree City Beautiful

Implementation Strategies
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TRANSPORTATION
PLANNING
Peachtree City participates in the Fayette County Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP) and
relies on that document for securing funds for city projects. The goals of the CTP that apply to
Peachtree City are incorporated into this document.

Goal

Establish and maintain a comprehensive transportation system that
provides safe and convenient circulation within the City.

Policies
Participate in the planning process for the Fayette County Comprehensive Transportation Plan
Continue to develop regional transportation solutions with surrounding cities, counties, Georgia
Department of Transportation, and regional commissions
Promote transportation solutions that equitably distribute the negative impacts of regional
traffic flow and protect the character of Peachtree City
Whereas arterial and collector roads are designed to prioritize regional mobility, continue to
limit driveway access to these roads and encouraging inter-parcel access
Whereas local streets are designed to access property and serve local trips, local streets should
be designed to discourage regional cut-through traffic
Require developments of regional impact to conduct traffic studies and construct the required
roadway network and improvements necessary for the development
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Policies, continued
Require the construction of planned paths and roads in new developments and
redevelopments
Encourage alternative modes such as walking, bicycling, and low-speed carts by providing a
comprehensive system of multi-use paths and facilities connection all the villages and residential
areas in the City

Implementation Strategies
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INFRASTRUCTURE &
BROADBAND
Infrastructure is vital to our economy and
supports our daily lives. Our roads, drinking
water system, stormwater pipes, waste
facilities, and energy sources are all
considered infrastructure. Most people don't
think about infrastructure, unless of course,
it's not working.
Infrastructure assets come at a high cost, but
they provide an even higher return in terms of
economic growth, ability to provide
emergency response, and improving our
everyday quality of life.
The City of Peachtree City provides roads, paths, and stormwater infrastructure. The drinking water
system is provided by the Fayette County Water Department. Electricity is provided either by
Georgia Power or Coweta-Fayette Electric Membership Cooperative (EMC). Natural gas is
deregulated in Georgia and sold through certified marketers.
Internet access has become a modern necessity, and access to high speed internet is vital to a
robust local economy. Peachtree City does not provide internet or other telecommunication
services. The Georgia Broadband Program defines an area as being served by broadband if at least
80% of locations in a census block have access to a fixed, terrestrial broadband provider with at
least 25 megabits per second (Mbps) download speeds and 3 Mbps upload speeds. According to
the Georgia Broadband Program data for year 2021, all of Peachtree City is considered to be served
by broadband.
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Goal

Maintain high quality infrastructure in good condition to serve City
residents and businesses.

Policies
Adequately fund the annual maintenance of the City's infrastructure to meet established service
benchmarks.
Coordinate with partnering utility providers in order to reduce duplicative repair work.
Encourage private corporation investment in top quality internet and telecommunication
facilities and to provide world class service levels to Peachtree City residents and businesses.
Consider inter-generational equity in all financial decisions regarding infrastructure investments.
Continue to invest in new technologies that increase efficiency, streamline government
processes, and improve public transparency in planning, budgeting, and maintaining
infrastructure assets.

The Peachtree City Spillway is a significant infrastructure investment
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Implementation Strategies
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INFRASTRUCTURE MAP
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PUBLIC SAFETY &
EMERGENCY
RESPONSE
Goal

Support a safe and healthy community by providing high quality
public safety and emergency response services.

Policies
Continually strive to build trust and protect the rights of our citizens while reducing all types of
crime within the City
Provide quality emergency services through community education, prevention, and effective
emergency response
Maintain a staff of certified professionals through continuing education opportunities and
career development programs
Use best practices and national standards to ensure our citizens continue to review high quality
services
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Implementation Strategies
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GOVERNMENT &
PUBLIC
COMMUNICATIONS
Goal

Strengthen our City through shared values in civic engagement,
mutual trust, and the highest standards of openness and participation

Policies
City government will act with integrity in an open process, and will provide timely access to
trustworthy information in a professional and friendly manner
The City and the citizens are mutually accountable for engaging in fact-based discussions, where
participants demonstrate respect in words and actions, and where everyone feels comfortable
expressing their opinion regardless of differences
The City constantly endeavors to improve communications and actively encourages participation
from citizens of all ages, ethnic backgrounds, and abilities
Recognizing the long-term relationship between the City government and our citizens,
community organizations, schools, and other local, county, regional and state governments,
Peachtree City will only engage in trustworthy, transparent, and open minded communications
Utilize technologies that improve operational efficiencies and provide public transparency
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Implementation Strategies
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LAND USE &
DEVELOPMENT
PATTERNS
The Village Concept development
pattern has been with Peachtree City
since its inception in the late 1950s.
Over the decades, the clarity with
which the City's plans articulated the
Village Concept definition waned. So
much so that the 2017 Comprehensive
Plan stated that a large portion of the
community could no longer express
what the Village Concept meant.
Therefore, a significant portion of the
planning efforts of the 2022
Comprehensive Plan Update revolved
around asking the community to restate
their support of and define the Village
Concept.
The 1957 Prospectus for the yet-to-be-chartered Peachtree City.

THE VILLAGE CONCEPT
The Village Concept combines residential villages with Village Centers to create a vibrant community
where health and social interactions are prioritized.
There are two pieces to the Village Concept: the Villages and the Village Centers.
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THE VILLAGES CHARACTER AREA MAP
A Village is the residential area surrounding a Village Center. It consists of multiple neighborhoods
with varying home types and lot sizes, all with easy access to greenspace and the multi-use path
system. There are five (5) Villages in Peachtree City, listed in order of their development:
Aberdeen Village
Kedron Village
Glenloch Village
Wilksmoor Village
Braelinn Village
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THE VILLAGES
Appropriate land uses in residential Villages
are residential and greenspace. Residential
densities should be intermingled so that
monolithic spans of any single density are
avoided. Examples of communities in the City
that have been developed to create a healthy
mix of residential home types and densities

include the Centennial community, the Everton
community, neighborhoods off Steven's Entry
and neighborhoods off Braelinn Road.
Developments of communities with 200 or
more units should be avoided in the future
unless they consist of a mixture of different
housing types and lot sizes.

Photographs of existing and appropriate development patterns in Villages

THE INDUSTRIAL VILLAGE
The Industrial Village is one of the oldest
Villages in the City and is an economic driver
for the City and the County as a whole. The
purpose of the Industrial Village is to provide a
location where industrial uses are protected
from encroachment by incompatible uses.

Residential in particular can be detrimental to
industrial users, and complaints concerning
noise, smells and heavy truck traffic can put
pressure on these businesses to limit their
activities and times of operations.

Photographs of existing and appropriate development patterns in the Industrial Village
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THE VILLAGE CENTER CHARACTER AREA MAP
The Village Center is a place of high pedestrian activity where a diversity of land uses are located
near one another so that a person may reach all their daily needs within a 15-minute walk. Uses
include shopping, employment, living, education, healthcare, worship, entertainment, parks and
greenspace - all connected via a network of local streets and the multi-use path system.
The different- colored areas on the map depict Village Centers. They are located within a 15-minute
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walk radius, shown as a pink circle. Any
commercial or office property located outside
of the walk radius should not be expanded in
the future.
Village Centers are located at places that were
historically designated as Village Centers, or
where commercial and institutional uses have
developed. All Village Centers designated on
the Character Area Map are existing, no
future Village Centers are being designated.

The land uses within a Village Center should
follow the 'step-down' theoretical land use
model shown in the graphic below. Vertical
mixed-use and commercial should be centrally
located, as shown in the pink and red colors.
The intensity of land use would then step down
to office and attached multi-family residential,
shown in blue and dark brown. Then residential
densities should continue to decrease the
further from the Village Center, from SingleFamily Cluster, to Single-Family Medium, and
finally to Single-Family Low. All of the uses
should be connected via greenbelts and multiuse paths.
A couple of notes about this development
model: there will not always be clear cut edges
between commercial, mixed-use, and office
uses. In fact, some of these uses could be
interchangeable due to their similar impacts,
such as commercial with mixed-use or office
with multi-family.
In addition, most developments will not be
perfectly concentric, but rather take on a linear
form as they respond to roads and the natural
topography.

APPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS WITHIN A VILLAGE CENTER
A new development pattern is formally being
introduced into the City's Future Land Use
Map: Mixed Use. This category is defined as
being a suburban scale vertical mixed-use
development pattern with ground-level retail
and office and a maximum of 4 stories.
Mixed-Use developments should include
central parks and plazas, street trees, wider
sidewalks with adjacent outdoor dining, and
pedestrian amenities such as benches and
Photograph of appropriate Village Center development
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public art. Parking should be a combination of
on-street and off-street in lots that are
shielded by buildings. Bicycle parking and cart
parking should be provided, and electric
charging stations are highly encouraged.

Quality architecture and attention to scale are
vital for successful mixed-use projects. This
goes above and beyond simply requiring brick
or stone, but should include high-end
architectural details and classic proportions.

MIXED USE IN PEACHTREE CITY

3-4 Stories
On-street Parking
and Shielded
Parking Lots

Plazas, Parks,
Wider Sidewalks
and Outside Dining

Enhanced
Architecture and
Architectural Details
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FUTURE LAND USE MAP

Goal

Develop and redevelop land in the City based on the Village Concept

Policies

Protect the residential character of established neighborhoods
Locate commercial uses within a Village Center. Discourage expansion of commercial uses
outside of Village Centers
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Policies, continued
Protect environmentally sensitive lands in permanently protected greenspaces
Encourage the location of industrial uses in the Industrial Park. Protect industries from adverse
effects resulting from encroaching residential and commercial uses
Discourage “strip-type” commercial development
Encourage safe, walkable, aesthetically pleasing Village Centers that include spaces for social
gatherings
Utilize step down residential density so that higher density is located within and next to Village
Centers, then stepping down to medium density, and finally stepping down to low density
furthest from the Village Center
Maximize utilization of existing infrastructure, reduce the service-delivery impacts created by
suburban sprawl, and practice sound financial stewardship of tax revenue by encouraging
redevelopment of property
Continue using enhanced landscape standards throughout the City

Implementation Strategies
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IMPLEMENTATION

COMMUNITY
WORK PROGRAM
The Community Work Program (CWP_
is required for all local governments and
must be updated at least every five
years. The CWO lays out the specific
activities the community plans to
undertake during the five years
following adoption of the
Comprehensive Plan. The purpose is to
address the Needs and Opportunities
identified by the community to steadily
move the community toward realizing
its Goals.
The CWP includes any activities,
initiatives, programs, ordinances, and
administrative systems to be
implemented.
The annual Breast Cancer Awareness 5k is a special event in the City

TABLE EXPLANATION
The following table combines all of the Implementation Strategy tables already included in each Plan
Element section. The funding acronyms are:
ARPA American Rescue Plan Act
CIP Capital Improvement Program
GF General Fund
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TPD Tourism Product Development
SPLOST Special Purpose Local Option Tax
SW Stormwater Enterprise Fund
WASA Water And Sewer Authority
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REPORT OF
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The Report of Accomplishments
describes the current status of each
activity in the previous Community
Work Program, including the city's
Capital Improvements Program.
The status options for an activity may be
Completed, Underway (including the
projected completion date), Postponed
(with an explanation why and when it
will be resumed), or Cancelled (with an
explanation).
Projects reported as Underway or
Postponed must be included in the new
Community Work Program or elsewhere
in the Comprehensive Plan Update.
The annual 4th of July Parade is a special event in Peachtree City
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Report of Accomplishments
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CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS
ELEMENT
The Capital Improvements Element
(CIE) is required for any municipality
that collects Impact Fees. An annual
update must be prepared based on the
rules and regulations specified by the
Development Impact Fee Act (DIFA)
and the Department of Community
Affairs (DCA) Development Impact Fee
Compliance Requirements and Minimum
Standards and Procedures for Local
Comprehensive Planning.
The intent of this document is to ensure
that projected needs for system
improvements are consistent with the
needs and goals identified in the
Comprehensive Plan.
The Lake Peachtree Spillway and Path Bridge is an important capital
improvement in Peachtree City.

The Fiscal Year 2020 CIE Annual Update was adopted by the Peachtree City Council on July 15, 2021.
The Fiscal Year 2021 CIE Annual Update is currently under review by the DCA and will be adopted by
the City after State approval. This document and subsequent Annual Updates are incorporated into
the Peachtree City Comprehensive Plan.
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